FEATURES

• Outdoor enclosure

• Wi-Fi communication to Solo

• Compatible with smart devices made by Apple and Android

• Cloud data storage

• Add multiple customers to dealer accounts for monitoring

• Range to 250 ft. line of sight
AqWiFi is a monitoring device for Aquavar Solo enabling remote monitoring of the system performance

**MONITORS**
- AqWiFi allows dealers/installers to monitor a customer's drive remotely as well as customers/end users to monitor their own equipment
- Stores drive parameters, changes, system events, faults and system trend data
- Date/time for all faults on drive
- Instant email and/or text message alert for all faults
- View all drive settings remotely

**ORDER NUMBER:** AqWiFi

**MONITORING FUNCTIONS**
- Pressure
- Speed
- Output current
- Input voltage
- Pump motor run time
- Historical trends saved up to a year

**DIMENSIONS:** Provided with 5' cable
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